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You can try the quiz online at:
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For each of the six questions choose the one correct answer.

1. I can't go on holiday because I haven't ...
   a. got money enough
   b. got too much money
   c. got enough money
   d. got too little money

2. He won't pass his exams because ...
   a. he studies not enough
   b. he too little studies
   c. he doesn't enough study
   d. he doesn't study enough

3. She missed the bus because she ...
   a. was too slowly walking
   b. was walking too slowly
   c. wasn't enough walking quickly
   d. was walking quickly enough

4. I'm not going to swim. The sea ...
   a. isn't warm enough
   b. isn't enough hot
   c. is too little hot
   d. is too much cold

5. I can't find anywhere to live; there's ... accommodation in this area.
   a. too few
   b. enough
   c. too many
   d. too little

6. We're not going to the beach. It's ... cold and we don't have ... time
   a. too/足够的
   b. too much/too little
   c. not enough/enough
   d. too/too much
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Answers

1. I can't go on holiday because I haven't …
   a. got money enough - Wrong – we don't put enough after nouns.
   b. got too much money - Wrong – you need a word that means a sufficient amount.
   c. got enough money - Correct – we put enough before nouns.
   d. got too little money - Wrong – you need to make the negative in a different way.

2. He won't pass his exams because …
   a. he studies not enough - Wrong – you need to make the negative in a different way.
   b. he too little studies - Wrong – we put 'too little' after verbs.
   c. he doesn't enough study - Wrong – we put 'enough' after verbs.
   d. he doesn't study enough - Correct – he needs to study more, unlike you!

3. She missed the bus because she …
   a. was too slowly walking - Wrong – the adverb is in the wrong position.
   b. was walking too slowly - Correct – we put 'too' before adverbs.
   c. wasn't enough walking quickly - Wrong - 'enough' is in the wrong position.
   d. was walking quickly enough - Wrong – If she was walking quickly enough, why did she miss the bus?

4. I'm not going to swim. The sea …
   a. isn't warm enough. - Correct – the sea is too cold, it must be England!
   b. isn't enough hot. - Wrong – we put 'enough' after adjectives.
   c. is too little hot. - Wrong – the meaning is correct, but the grammar is wrong.
   d. is too much cold. - Wrong – the meaning is correct, but the grammar is wrong.

5. I can't find anywhere to live; there's … accommodation in this area.
   a. too few - Wrong – is 'accommodation' an uncountable or a countable noun?
   b. enough - Wrong – this means there is no problem in finding accommodation.
   c. too many - Wrong – is 'accommodation' an uncountable or a countable noun?
   d. too little - Correct – 'accommodation' is an uncountable noun, so use 'little'

6. We're not going to the beach. It's … cold and we don't have … time
   a. too/Enough - Correct– use 'too' before adjectives and 'enough' before nouns.
   b. too much/too little - Wrong – we don't use 'much' before adjectives/in the second part, we don't use 'too little' with adjectives.
   c. not enough/Enough - Wrong – we put 'enough' after adjectives/the second part is correct.
   d. too/too much - Wrong – the first part is correct/with the second part the problem is that there is insufficient time.

Would you like to look at the language point that this quiz was based on? Go to: http://www.bbclearningenglish.com/flatmates/episode57/languagepoint.shtml
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